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High Performing Infrastructure. It's the core of every business. High 

performing networks, connected to cloud services with security and 

applications services on top of this.

Using the latest modern technologies in combination with legacy 

infrastructure gives an enormous challenge for every business. Daily 

maintenance, keeping it secure and up to date across the technology stack 

in a cost efficient way and without the need to hire very specialized 

resources, because this is a challenge on its own.

At the same time end customers these days expect a fast turn around time 

for any request they have and have full visibility over the services they 

consume.

To fulfil these needs companies need a consistent system & software 

automation strategy across departments to be able to seamlessly manage 

all components on the network - legacy, physical, virtual, SD WAN, cloud.

Often automation is dependent on standardized data across systems, and 

lack of standardization might end-up being a show-stopper for some of the 

automation projects.

Business Challenges

Lastly, it‘s very important to have the strategy supported and 

sponsored by top management, which besides the planned outcomes 

expectations often requires ROI measures.

https://cutt.ly/DNAPresentationVideo


With DNA your customers can make any predefined changes via a

customer dashboard and have visibility over many other things.

Connect your network, cloud, datacenters and security services to

a single platform to manage your events, incidents, requests and to

provision or update services.

The Low or No Code principles makes it easy for any user to build

or just execute automation workflows.

Our DNA Software

A simple example

As a customer I love DNA because:

„We often want to make minor changes to our devices, updating

the configuration for example. I don't want to raise a ticket and

wait for the support team to get to it - With DNA your customers
can make any predefined changes via a customer dashboard

and many other things.“



Modules & Workflows

… and more!

A simple example

As a Operations Manager I need the following:

„When a customer is emailing our support asking to investigate

why a service is no longer reachable, I want DNA to automatically

create a ticket in our Service Now CRM systém, verify the status

and health of the service, check the capacity and simulate any

potential issues. Within seconds.“

DNA provides a growing collection of modules related to different

technologies.

These modules can be used within any workflow representing a

process to automate work.

There are many ways to trigger these workflows, both manually,

fully automated, scheduled, event driven or through API's.



DNA provides different Dashboards for different user groups.

Customers can have a self help portal to get a service overview, make

changes they want themselves and if needed even order new things.

Engineers can run more complex workflows, see queues with actionable

items and use their dashboard to assist them in more complex tasks.

Managers can see statistics and high level performance metrices.

Dashboards

A simple example

As a manager I want to have oversight:

„As a company we are investing a lot of time into making our

processs quicker, better and automated. I need a single live view. -

Within DNA there are dashboards that can show you time and
cost savings based on any module or workflow you are running

and also other useful insights.“



DNA core

§ E-mail

§ Schedule

§ API

§ Event(s)

§ Manual

§ Workflows

Triggers Workflow

§ Update services

§ Update systems

§ Update databases

§ Fixed issues

§ Output on dashboards

§ E-mail

§ SMS

§ Excel

Output

Customer portal Managers portal

Engineer portal

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

Module 5 Module 6 Module 7

DNA core
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DNA is an intelligent

infrastructure configuration and 

automation solution that

enables a high level of

autonomous operations. 

Providing a single pane of glass

for customers, managers and 

engineering teams.

Why DNA

Any DNA user, internal or

external, can troubleshoot, 

configure, provision, deprovision

any piece of the infrastructure

using predefined modules and 

workflows. 

Our proven native backend is

lightning fast, easy to expand and 

can perform activities across

thousands of devices in no time.

Use existing modules or import your

own scripts.

Build your vendor independent 

automation workflows in minutes

and execute them in which ever way

you want.

Provide access to each and every

component, module and workflow

on a system, user or user group level.

DNA reduces the time and 

mistakes of changing or fixing

infrastructure components, while

providing a transparent overview

to your end clients.

Your clients can even perform

their own activities without the

need for your intervention.

Many routine activities on your infrastructure should be automated, with the flexibility 

of the process you want.

Drive agility, security, operational efficiency and compliance across your physical and 

virtual-defined infrastructure.

Intelligent solution Quick & Easy Modular Approach Customer Experience



Benefits of DNA

DNA ensures that jobs are not forgotten or run 

out of sequence by correct data input, which

eliminates operator errors and increases

reliability.

Reduces Errors

DNA automates and integrates all your existing

systems 24/7 which increases the performance 

of your Company

Increases Performance

Automate all your processes at the speed of

light and improve Time to Market and 

Communication within your business

Increases Efficiency

Increasing your Sales because you can deliver

your products or services to your customers

faster, with all your internal systems working

with each other

Increases Revenue

Increases

Efficiency5x
Process cost

reduction70%
Enhanced customer

satisfaction100%

With DNA you can improve service levels and 

run higher customer activities while reducing 

your operational staffing costs.

Reduces OPEX



Product Components

Use Modules from the Catalogue in a larger

Workflow, and build your manual process into

a fully automated activity

Modules & Workflows

Enable your end clients via a self service portal, 

which reduces costs, increases the customer

experience and satisfaction.

Self-help Portal

Allows easy automation & integration with

any other system across the IT stack.

CRM, CMDB, Password Manager, LDAP, ...

Rest API

Schedule workflows to automatically run at any 

give time and use the results for easy to 

understand follow up activities with your

operational or engineering teams.

Scheduler

Exercise complete authority over any system

on-prem, in the cloud, and across the network -

with event-driven IT orchestration and 

automation.

Event-driven Automation

Automatically discover assets within your

infrastructure. Manage any CMDB type of data 

based on provided credentials.

Inventory



DNA Roadmap



About Us



Founded in 2017, but working as a team for over 10 years.

We have a beautiful office in Prague and although some of our colleagues work

remote or at the client’s site, all our colleagues are welcome in the office at any

time.

Our mission is to make the employees life easier by connecting software

automation and human work to achieve operational excellence.

Adapting to new trends and modern technology is the cornerstone for gaining

and maintaining a better market position. That is what we believe in @ Robot ICT.

Robot ICT

Family & fun

Work smart and hard

Think out of the box

Result oriented

Innovation is in our DNA

Honesty



Contact



Robot ICT, s. r. o.

Bohuslava Martinů 2072/5

Prague 4

Czech Republic

IČO: 06672876

DIČ: CZ06672876

www.robotict.com

hello@robotict.com

+420 212 246 537



What‘s next?
Let‘s Automate!

hello@robotict.com www.robotict.com


